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ABSTRACT

Slow and ultraslow-spreading mid-ocean ridges are linked to asymmetric flank development and
formation of oceanic core complexes where lower crustal and upper mantle lithologies are frequently
exposed. Core complexes and their inferred deep-seated detachment faults are indicated to play an
important role in the formation of mineral deposits. 80 % of the yet to be discovered seafloor-massive
sulfide deposits are estimated to be found on slow and ultraslow-spreading ridges. The Mohns Ridge
is an ultraslow-spreading ridge segment of the Arctic mid-ocean ridge, where several active and
inactive hydrothermal fields and deposits have been discovered. This study shows that the western
flank of the northern Mohns Ridge hosts several structures that have been identified as oceanic core
complexes, characterized by ridge-parallel, outward-facing breakaway ridges and dome-shaped
central surfaces. Additionally, major rotated normal faults located close to the axial valley walls and
axial volcanic ridges indicate a significant potential for channeling fluids and forming ore deposits.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
With increasing demand, but declining size and quality of newly discovered
deposits on land (Hannington et al., 2015), companies and countries are looking
toward other sources for metals, including the ocean’s deep-sea mineral deposits,
to satiate the world’s needs in the future. For instance China, France, Germany and
Russia are actively exploring for manganese-rich nodules on the Pacific seafloor
(Hannington et al., 2011).
However, in addition to environmental concerns regarding the mining of SMS
deposits, the debate about the global feasibility of such deposits is still on-going, as
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current global resource estimates are affected by low sample sizes and large
amounts of assumptions, making it challenging to conduct proper assessments due
to missing information about size, distribution and composition of the deposits
(Petersen et al., 2016).
The world’s need for metals will likely only increase in the future, especially with
the advancement in the green energy and technology sectors, along with a steadily
increasing global population (Grandell et al., 2016; Petersen et al., 2016). Deep-sea
mining could therefore be a possibility to diversify the metal market and make it
less vulnerable to future global challenges or conflicts (Petersen et al., 2016).
Initial models for the resource potential on the MORs (Hannington et al., 2011),
however, yield relatively small deposits (median size 70 000 tonnes), with a total
Cu + Zn tonnage of ~ 3×107 tonnes in the global axial neo-volcanic zones, which is
only slightly more than the annual production of these metals from all land-based
deposits (Hannington et al., 2011).
This estimate is based on currently active and magmatically-hosted SMS sites in
neo-volcanic zones only and does neither include deposits potentially located offaxis on the ridge flanks close to the valley walls nor extinct deposits that have been
transported farther away from the ridge axis. Extinct deposits are inherently
challenging to locate as there are no plume signatures to detect and most probably
a layer of sediments covering them. Even active black smoker fields may not be as
straight forward to detect as one might think, as is the case with the Loki’s castle
black smoker vent field located at the northern Mohns Ridge, where a plume does
exist, but due to strong and changing currents it is difficult to detect consistently
(Pedersen et al., 2013).
There exists a general consensus that magma-poor sections of slow-spreading
ridges are prone to the formation of large-scale detachment faulting and
subsequent core complex formation (e.g. Tucholke et al., 1998), both of which
have been linked to hydrothermal fluid circulation and sulfide deposit formation
(de Martin et al., 2007; Humphris et al., 2015; McCaig et al., 2007). The Mohns
Ridge is an ultraslow-spreading ridge (Dick et al., 2003) and more than 80 % of
the yet-to-be discovered SMS deposits are suggested to be located on slow and
ultraslow-spreading ridges (Hannington et al., 2011). Initial resource estimates
indicate a significant potential within Norwegian jurisdiction along the Mohns and
Knipovich Ridges, albeit with a large amount of uncertainty (Ellefmo et al., 2014).
Identifying detachment faulting and core complexes could therefore prove an
important tool for discovering both active and extinct hydrothermal mineral
deposits. The aim of this study is to outline key indicators of oceanic core
complexes and their associated detachment faults and describe methods to identify
them in order to aid future discoveries of potential SMS deposits.
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1.2 Geological setting and previous work
This study deals with the morphology of the northern part of the Mohns Ridge
section of the Arctic Mid-Ocean Ridge in the Norwegian Sea (Figure 1). The
Ridge extends roughly 550 km with an axial strike direction of 060° NE, has a full
spreading rate of 16 mm/yr (Dubinin et al., 2013; Klingelhöfer et al., 2000) and
represents the boundary between the Eurasian and North American plates
(Dauteuil & Brun, 1993). The ridge is unaffected by any transform fault zones
(TFZ), instead there are Non-Transform-Offsets (NTOs) resulting in a pronounced
en-échelon pattern in the axial valley (Dauteuil & Brun, 1993). Dick et al. (2003)
argued that ridge segments displaying such low spreading rates exhibit sufficient
tectonic differences compared to slow-spreading ridges with rates > 20 mm/yr that
they warrant their own class of spreading ridges, and as such the Mohns Ridge is
classified as an ultraslow-spreading ridge.
To the north, at roughly 73° N, the ridge transitions into the Knipovich Ridge
marked by a distinct NW-oriented bend, while to the south it is terminated by the
Jan Mayen fracture zone (Dubinin et al., 2013). The northward-continuing
Knipovich Ridge has an approximate trend ranging from ~ 350° – 005° N
(Connelly et al., 2007). The axial valley in the transitional bend is magmatically
dominated, marked by a pronounced elongate volcanic structure, termed axial
volcanic ridge (AVR), 35 km long and peaking at a depth of around 2100 meters
(Bruvoll et al., 2009). While the most southern and northern sections of the midAtlantic Ridge are typically characterized by orthogonal spreading, the central
Mohns Ridge is marked by distinctly oblique spreading (Dauteuil & Brun, 1993;
Pedersen & Bjerkgård, 2016).
In the area surrounding the transitional bend, distinct differences were found
between the western and eastern flank of the Mohns Ridge. The western flank
displays structures identified as oceanic core complexes (OCCs) and low-angle
faults with large displacements and average dips of 20 – 25°, while the eastern
flank is dominated by smaller, but more numerous faults with a larger variation of
fault angles (15-55°) (Bruvoll et al., 2009). Sampling from fault surfaces on the
western flank of the transitional bend associated with the domal highs recovered
gabbros and serpentinites (Pedersen et al., 2007), confirming that they are indeed
core complexes where lower crust and mantle rocks have been exhumed.
Several hydrothermal vent fields have been identified on the Mohns Ridge, most
notably at the southern and northern ends of the ridge (Figure 1). Two hightemperature vent fields, Soria Moria and Troll Wall, are located in the south close
to the Jan Mayen FZ (Pedersen et al., 2013). Several chimneys were discovered,
primarily composed of anhydrite, barite and talc, expelling white smoker fluids
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measured as hot as 270° C through the surface of a talus deposit (Pedersen et al.,
2013). Mineralized fault brecchias were recovered from a site named Copper Hill
during a cruise with the R/V Håkon Mosby in 2000 on the northwestern flank of
the central section of the ridge at around 900 m depth. The mineral assemblage in
the recovered breccia samples consists of around 50 % quartz and 30 % sulfides,
with chalcopyrite as the primary mineral (Pedersen et al., 2013). In the northern
part of the ridge, dredge sampling recovered sulfide samples during a cruise with
the R/V Håkon Mosby in 2002 at a depth of around 2600 meters (Pedersen et al.,
2013). This site is named the Mohns Treasure; however, although sulfide samples
were recovered, no active or extinct vent site has yet been discovered.

Figure 1. Overview map of the Mohns Ridge in the Norwegian Sea. It is bound by the Jan Mayen
Fracture Zone to the south and a marked bend at the transition to the Knipovich Ridge to the north.
Red square marks the study area. 1) Soria Moria and Troll Wall, 2) Copper Hill, 3) Mohns Treasure,
4) Loki’s Castle. Orange = active sites, green = inactive sites. Vent site locations taken from Pedersen
et al. (2013).
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The Loki’s Castle vent field area was discovered in 2008 and revisited in 2009 and
2010 for further investigation and sampling (Pedersen et al., 2010). The site is on
top of the approximately 30 km long AVR, where the Mohns Ridge transitions into
the Knipovich Ridge through a marked northwest bend (Pedersen et al., 2013).
Venting is here associated with a 150 meter deep rift transecting the AVR at
around 2400 meters depth (Pedersen et al., 2010) and is to date the only known
black smoker site on the Mohns Ridge. Fluids are expelled from chimneys, up to
13 m tall, located on top of two mounds approximately 150 m apart, 20 – 30 m
high and 150 – 200 m wide, (Pedersen et al., 2010). The fluids reach temperatures
up to 317 °C with a primary sulfide assemblage of sphalerite, pyrite, pyrrhotite and
minor amounts of chalcopyrite (Pedersen et al., 2010).
In 2016, the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) conducted
their first investigation of the Mohns Ridge as part of their research on marine
minerals (MarMine) (Ludvigsen et al., 2016). The project focuses on exploitation
techniques for production of seafloor-massive sulfide deposits and has produced
significant new knowledge on the characterization of the mineralizations (Snook et
al., 2018) and exploitation techniques (Kowalczuk et al., 2018).
The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) conducted data acquisition
expeditions on the Mohns Ridge in 2018 and 2019 (Figure 1). These cruises have
led to the discovery of new areas containing sulfide minerals, along with the
acquisition of high-resolution bathymetric and geophysical data.
1.3 Modes of extension on Mid-ocean ridges
Extension on mid-ocean ridges can be divided into two endmember categories;
magmatic extension and amagmatic extension, giving rise to two distinct modes of
lithospheric accretion: (1) accretion by primarily magmatic processes and (2)
accretion generated by primarily tectonic processes (Buck et al., 2005; Cann et al.,
2015; Escartín et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998). During periods of increased
magma availability, lithospheric accretion is primarily accomplished by
magmatism in the form of dike intrusions and lava flows, resulting in formation of
axial volcanic ridges and volcanic abyssal hills on the ridge flanks, caused by
minor faulting and subsequent drift and transport of material within the valley onto
the flanks (Cann et al., 2015). Amagmatic periods with less or no magma
availability, on the other hand, are characterized by extension-accommodation
along fewer, but larger normal faults, often accompanied by formation of core
complexes with little to no volcanic input (Cann et al., 2015; Escartín et al., 2008).
Typically, slower-spreading ridges are marked by a central valley or trench, often 1
– 3 km deep, whereas fast-spreading ridges are marked by a continuously elevated
central axial ridge. These morphological differences are commonly attributed to
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the overall magma availability beneath the ridge axis, depth of the magma chamber
and the associated lava flows in the neo-volcanic zone, where magma availability
is typically higher at fast-spreading ridges and lower at slow-spreading ridges
(Escartín et al., 2008; Harper, 1985; Tucholke et al., 1998). The importance of
magma supply in the formation of the axial morphology is also evident from the
Reykjanes Ridge south of Iceland, where a very high rate of magma input has
produced a continuously elevated axis high despite very slow spreading rates (20
mm/yr full rate) (Talwani et al., 1971). This is believed to be closely related to the
ridge’s proximity and interaction with the Iceland hotspot (White et al., 1995).
Furthermore, the magma supply at slow and ultraslow-spreading ridge segments is
commonly believed to be discontinuous (Dick et al., 2003; Mutter & Karson,
1992) and perhaps even episodic (Harper, 1985). This theory is supported by the
belief that at many segments with slow and ultraslow spreading rates, the surface
morphology and spreading process are significantly controlled by mechanical
extension and tectonic accretion rather than volcanic accretion (Buck et al., 2005;
Tucholke et al., 2008). This results in the often-seen discontinuous AVRs in the
axial valley, which should preclude the existence of long-lived and continuous
magma chambers beneath the ridge axis (Mutter & Karson, 1992).
Discontinuous AVRs and a lack of transform faults that split the ridge into distinct
high order segments are therefore key characteristics of ultraslow-spreading ridges,
typically found at full spreading rates < 20 mm/yr (Dick et al., 2003). Low magma
supply thus leads to a surface expression on the flanks that commonly exhibits
large amounts of normal faulting due to tectonically accommodated extension,
with throws up to several hundred meters (Laughton & Searle, 1979) and
formation of core complexes where lower crustal and mantle rocks may be
exhumed (e.g. Escartín et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998).
1.4 Formation of detachment faults and core complexes
Oceanic core complexes (OCC) are dome-shaped topographic highs at the seafloor
where typically lower crustal and upper mantle rocks are exhumed as a result of
prolonged slip and displacement along a single large-scale normal fault (Blackman
et al., 1998; Tucholke et al., 1998). They typically display distinctly corrugated
domal surfaces and elevated residual gravity anomalies (Blackman et al., 1998;
Canales et al., 2004) believed to be caused by thinning of the crust (Smith et al.,
2008; Tucholke et al., 1998). OCCs can be regarded as the marine equivalents of
continental metamorphic core complexes, both in terms of scale and structure
(Tucholke et al., 1998), and are thought to be the rotated footwalls of large lowangle detachment faults, forming as a result of periods of amagmatic spreading
related to limited or completely absent magma supply below the spreading center
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(Smith et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998; Tucholke & Lin, 1994). Such cycles of
alternating magmatic and amagmatic spreading are observed at slow and ultraslow-spreading mid-ocean ridges and heavily influence the dominant extensional
mechanism (Buck et al., 2005; Harper, 1985). For a detailed illustration of this
process see Figure 2.
The morphology of detachment faults, or rather its system of associated structures
and features, includes a so-called breakaway ridge, which marks the location of the
fault where the detachment originally initiated as a steep normal fault (Canales et
al., 2004; Smith et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998). The breakaway ridges
typically display outward-facing slopes as a result of fault rotation, with angles in
excess of 20º being common (Smith et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998). The core
complex itself is restricted to a zone between the breakaway fault and subsequent
termination closer to the ridge axis (Tucholke et al., 1998). The evolution and
development of detachment faults and core complexes is commonly envisioned as
follows (Tucholke, 1998, see Figure 2): (a): A period of amagmatic spreading
leads to the initiation of fault- accommodated extension. (b) Further extension is
taken up by the same fault, producing a breakaway ridge and deeper-seated fault
(c): A longer period of amagmatic spreading leads to prolonged slip on the same
fault and the subsequent exhumation of lower crustal and upper mantle rocks. The
detachment fault progressively rotates to a sub-horizontal orientation as it moves
away from the ridge axis, forming the dome-shaped core complex. Due to large
degrees of extension and flexural rotation, the fault steepens beneath the ridge
valley because of regional isostasy. (d) The detachment fault ceases to be active
and the termination is formed once a new period of magmatic spreading has begun.
A new minor normal fault forms at the ridge center and is through time moved offaxis and replaced by another normal fault “jumping inward” in the process.
A question that arises when discussing the geometry of detachment faults is their
nature at depth. Microearthquakes indicate that the faults could extend into the
mantle (Harper, 1985), but what exactly happens to them at depth is unclear, as
they for example may either flatten and mark a zone of transition between brittle
and ductile deformation, or they may be planar and transition into aseismic ductile
shear zones. Still, observations of varying fault angles and the inferred progressive
rotation of fault blocks as they are moved away from the ridge axis may indicate
the general geometry of the faults at depth (Smith et al., 2008), where outwardfacing slopes on the mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) are interpreted as being originally
horizontal valley floor that has been progressively rotated with time, while inwardfacing slopes represent the scarps of rotated normal faults. Fault rotation by as
much as 20º is reported as close to the volcanic axis as 5 km, and because the
distance over which this rotation has occurred is small, the normal faults must be
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steep at depth (Smith et al., 2008). These observations fit the generally accepted
model of fault rotation (Buck, 1988) which explains the mechanism of normal fault
rotation and predicts a shallow-dipping fault at or near the surface followed by a
rapid steepening at depth. Such a geometry is also supported by modelling of
seismic data at the TAG core complex area (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Evolution and development of detachment faults and core complexes as envisioned by
Tucholke et al. (1998). See text for explanation. IC and OC refer to the inside and outside corners at
ridge segment ends.
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Figure 3. Profile view of the structure of the TAG core complex area. Detachment fault (yellow) is
inferred from high-velocity zone (blue) and seismic data. The earthquakes show a shallow dip toward
the neo-volcanic zone before steepening beneath the ridge axis. The high velocity anomalies are
interpreted as being caused by the uplift and exhumation of lower crustal and upper mantle
lithologies in the footwall of the detachment fault. Red areas mark lower seismic velocities,
interpreted as being upper crustal basalts. Figure from de Martin et al. (2007).

The formation of detachment faults is thought to be a key component for long-term
hydrothermal circulation of black smoker fluids (de Martin et al., 2007; McCaig et
al., 2007). The steep geometry of the fault beneath the axial valley would allow the
fluids to tap into a deeper-lying magma chamber, even during periods of limited
magma supply, and extract heat in order to fuel long-lived hydrothermal
circulation (de Martin et al., 2007). Detachment faults and the resulting core
complexes may be also of particular importance due to the involvement of
ultramafic rocks, which may result in higher Cu grades in hydrothermal deposits
(German et al., 2016; Petersen et al., 2016).

2. METHODS

2.1 Data
The bathymetric data used in this study was collected for the NPD (Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate) in 2000 and 2001 by the Fugro Geoteam. This data is
available in a XYZ format containing easting, northing and depth in projected
coordinates of the UTM31N system (ETRS89 UTM 31N, EPSG: 28531). These
data are ship-acquired and have a gridded resolution of 100x100m.
In order to describe the topography by means of a Digital Terrain Model (DTM),
morphometric (topographic) attributes are used to describe a given surface
(Florinsky, 2012). For this study, slope, aspect and curvature (meaning first and
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second derivatives of the elevation), in addition to visual investigations of
hillshade maps were used to analyze the seafloor, as they remain the most used
variables in geomorphology (Evans, 1972 in Arrell et al. 2007). They are
visualized in Figure 4. For computation and visualization QGIS and ArcGIS were
used.
•

Aspect (Figure 4a) describes the direction that a given surface is facing
(Evans, 2005). The aspect values in ArcGIS are calculated by moving a 3x3
cell grid over the DTM and calculating the direction of the largest change of
elevation values.

•

Slope (Figure 4b) is an angle, usually in degrees, but can also be given in
percent incline, between a tangent plane and a horizontal plane at a given
point (ESRI, 2016; Evans, 2005). In ArcGIS, the slope is found by calculating
the largest possible change between a value and its neighboring cell,
determined by a 3x3 cell grid.

•

Curvature is the second derivative of elevation data and the first derivative of
slope, and describes the acceleration and deceleration of flow on a surface
(Arrell et al., 2007). Two primary types of curvature are commonly used:
Profile curvature (KV) and plan curvature (KH), or a combination of both
(Evans, 2005; Heywood et al., 2006). Profile curvature (Figure 4d) describes
vertical changes in slope and is therefore suited to visualize terraces or
plateaus in the landscape, while plan curvature describes horizontal change
and is therefore suited to display ridges and valleys (Evans, 2005; Florinsky,
2012; Heywood et al., 2006).

2.2 Summary of identifying characteristics
Tectonic structural interpretation on mid-ocean ridges is a relatively
straightforward task, because there essentially are only two major geological
processes which control the surface expression of the seafloor – tectonics and
volcanism (Dauteuil, 1995). This comes in addition to the already known tectonic
regime and spreading direction, which establishes an expectation for the
orientation of tectonic features. Normal faulting will thus be visible on the surface
due to vertical throw being expressed as linear features approximately parallel to
the axial trend of the ridge. A simple visual interpretation of a hillshade map
combined with slope, contour lines and curvature to find the scarps is therefore a
powerful set of tools for analysis of faults on the surface (Figure 4b-d). Aspect
maps (Figure 4a) can be used to determine where scarps are located and which
direction they face.
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As abyssal hills are caused by normal faulting, many of the same principles as for
default normal faulting apply here. However, abyssal hills are typically
characterized by volcanic features on their outward-facing slopes, as they are
formed by faulting and subsequent lateral displacement of axial volcanic ridges.
These features are often volcanic cones, lava flows and a generally hummocky and
knobby terrain, whereas normal faults are often relatively unaffected by volcanic
influence and typically show smoother outward-facing slopes, characterized by a
lack of these volcanic indicators. Contour lines are effective tools for visualizing
potential differences in inward- and outward-facing slope angles, as more densely
spaced contours indicate steeper terrain (Sloan & Patriat, 2004). As such,
differently spaced contours on the inward and outward-facing slopes could be
indicative of abyssal hill ridges.

Figure 4. A visual overview of morphological variables that can be derived from elevation data and
be used for surface analysis. The images show the same area. (a) Aspect, green faces east, pink faces
west (b) Slope, blue is steep, yellow is flat, (c) Hillshade, (d) Profile (vertical) curvature.

Detachment faults are expressed at the surface by dome-shaped core complexes
and thus, by identifying the latter, one will be able to infer the associated former.
The identifying criteria for core complexes are derived from established
descriptions in published literature (e.g. Smith et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998;
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Whitney et al., 2013) and include a few key elements: (1) An elongate breakaway
ridge with an outward-facing slope, oriented parallel to the ridge axis, representing
the initial steep normal fault which has been rotated, (2) a dome-shaped,
corrugated or non-corrugated central topographic high constituting the core
complex itself, which may or may not be covered by rafted blocks and (3) a
basinal structure, because according to the flexural rotation model, a sufficiently
rotated fault should result in a flexural basin on the off-axis side of the breakaway
ridge in order to compensate flexure (Buck, 1988). Because the dome-shaped
topographic highs often stand out from other more linear features on the seafloor,
this element will often be identified first, after which the remaining factors will be
checked.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Overview
The morphology along 250 km of the northern Mohns Ridge and its transition into
the Knipovich Ridge were analyzed in this study. A map with an overview over the
entire area, along with locations of vertical profiles is shown in Figure 5. The
analysis shows that the ridge displays a marked morphological asymmetry across
its flanks, particularly in the transitional area between the two ridges. The western
flank is here characterized by numerous and irregularly distributed major and
minor faults and dome-shaped topographic highs, whereas the eastern flank is
marked by more regularly spaced faults, delimiting elongate abyssal hills. No core
complexes or major fault structures were identified on the eastern flank.
The western ridge flank is characterized by a rugged surface expression and high
topographic relief, with numerous normal faults of varying shapes and sizes, axial
volcanic remnants and dome-shaped highs (Figure 5 & 6). The overall morphology
changes from north to south, transitioning from more dome-shaped features and
outward-facing slopes to steeper inward-facing fault scarps arranged in a parallel
fashion, often associated with volcanic structures. Three types of primary
geological features have been identified on the western flank: (1) Outward-facing
slopes and associated detachment surfaces and core complexes, (2) Major and
minor normal faults displaying varying grades of rotation, (3) In the south, abyssal
hills, delimited by inward-facing faults scarps and volcanic surface morphologies.
Seven structures have been identified and are proposed to be core complexes
(Figure 6). They are associated with in total ten linear ridges displaying outwardfacing slopes, identified as their corresponding breakaway ridges. Detailed
properties can be found in Table 1. The core complexes are exclusively located on
the western flank, in the northern part of the Mohns Ridge within ~ 60 km of the
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ridge axis. The surfaces of two of these structures (CC1 & CC2) have been
sampled (Pedersen et al., 2007) and contained gabbros and serpentinites,
confirming their lower crustal and upper mantle origin.

Figure 5. Overview map of the ridge with locations of vertical elevation profiles. Red lines represent
the locations of seismic profiles in Bruvoll et al., (2009).

3.2 Core complexes
CC1 (Figure 7a) is situated about 20 km west the ridge axis. It consists of a central,
shallow, inward-dipping (13°) detachment surface extending roughly 15 km
parallel to the axis before being replaced by branching normal faults on both the
northern and southern sides. Toward its off-axis side, the core complex is first
delimited by a ~ 25 km long linear ridge trending 036° N with an average outwardfacing slope angle of 10°, followed by a parallel and elongate basin measuring
approximately 6 x 20 km. The along-axis length of the central core complex
surface measures about 20 km, with a total area of ~ 69 km 2. From the breakaway
ridge to its termination, the central surface is about 4.5 – 5 km long and displays
weak axis-perpendicular corrugations. No volcanic or other indicators of magmatic
activity were identified on this surface.
CC2 (Figure 7b), the by far largest of the identified core complexes with a
breakaway length of ~ 50 km and an area of approximately 497 km2, is located just
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15-20 km beyond CC1, around 30 km from the ridge axis (Figure 6). It rises more
than 1000 m above the surrounding seafloor and peaks at a depth of approximately
600 m. It has an overall low average inward-facing slope angle of 13° and a rugged
surface with a few valley-parallel ridges and lineations at its peak. Weak lineations
oriented perpendicular to the valley are present on the lower easternmost sloping
side and are interpreted as corrugations. The exact nature of these corrugations is
not yet fully understood, but the overall consensus appears to be that their
formation in some way involves the brittle-ductile transition as the detachment
fault is gradually exhumed to the surface. Among the mechanics that have been
proposed are “continuous casting (Spencer, 1999) and strain localization in a
system of complex faulting (Escartín et al., 2017).

Figure 6. Overview of the axial valley and features within the study area (shaded area). Features are
labeled core complexes (CC), BA (breakaway ridges), AVR (axial volcanic ridges) and F (major
normal faults) are marked.

On the outward side of the CC2 core complex is a basin running parallel to the
ridge axis and the core complex, just as is the case at CC1 (see Figure 6). The most
striking feature of CC2 is that it appears to have four breakaways, rather than one.
The four ridges, termed BA2 – 5 in Figure 6 & 7b, are oriented parallel to each
other trending 026° – 035° N, are 18 – 28 km long with a spacing of about 2.5 km,
and outward-facing slopes ranging from 18 – 28°. From the outermost (BA2) to
the innermost ridge (BA5) the breakaways are progressively offset by a few
kilometers along their trending direction, leaving a considerable overlap between
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them. Toward the axial valley, the southern part of CC2 is terminated by presence
of a basin, likely related to formation of CC1. The northern part is terminated by a
flat area that could be undergoing rotation related to the large F5 fault further east
toward the ridge axis.
The surface of CC2 also varies between the southern and northern ends. The
southern part around BA4 is very irregular, with large relief variations along its
surface and an axis-parallel ridge forming its highest point, interpreted as a rafted
block (see Profile 4 in Figure 11). In this area, small semi-circular shapes are
present and could be indicators of earlier volcanic activity, before the block was
rafted. The most southern parts of CC2 to the east of BA2 display a smoother
surface, similar to the northern area to the east of BA5, which looks more similar
to the “textbook” core complex, displaying a shallow, inward-dipping slope, axisperpendicular corrugations and relatively rugged, but overall smooth surface. The
general morphology of CC2 in the areas east of BA1 and BA5 resembles the core
complex surface of CC1.
Unfortunately, no sampling has yet been conducted on any of the other surfaces
which could help confirm that they indeed represent core complexes. The
remaining five identified structures (CC6-CC10) (Figure 6 & 8) are therefore
proposed to be core complexes based on observed characteristics in published
literature and the morphology of CC1 & CC2. They all share a few common
characteristics: (1) a breakaway ridge on their outward-facing sides with slopes
ranging from 9 – 18°, (2) the breakaway ridges typically extend further parallel to
the ridge axis than the core complex surfaces are wide, (3) basinal depression
features are typically present in the immediate area behind or obliquely to the side
of the core complex, and (4) the structures stand out as topographic highs and have
shallow overall dips, between 9 – 17°, toward the ridge axis.
Table 1. Properties of breakaways and their associated core complexes. Surface length is measured
perpendicular from the breakaways to the termination of the surface toward the ridge axis.
Breakaway

~ BA
Length
(km)
27

BA
Azimuth
(°)
036N

Core
Comple
x
CC1

OCC
Inward
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Figure 7. Close-up view of CC1 (a) and CC2 (b). Contours are in 100 m intervals.
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Figure 8. Close up of CC6 (a) and CC7, CC8 and CC10 (b). CC6 and CC7, CC8 and CC10,
respectively. Contours are at 100 m intervals.
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There are, however, some differences related to their geometry and surface
morphology. For instance, CC6 and CC7 are relatively similar, both in size and
geometry. Both core complexes are of moderate size (~ 69 km 2), have breakaway
ridges that are far longer than the surfaces are wide, and do not show any visible
corrugations, but rather axis-parallel lineations, likely representing rafted fault
blocks. On the south side of CC7, another breakaway (BA10) and core complex
(CC10) are present. The corresponding breakaway (BA10) appears to branch out
of CC7, possibly from one of the rafted blocks. Just a few kilometers further west
is CC8, a core complex whose surface expression resembles CC10. Their
associated breakaways are outward-facing with dips of 18° and 11°, while the
inward-facing surfaces have shallow dips of 8° and 10°, respectively. While CC8
is more than twice the size, the surfaces are similarly smooth and show no sign of
rafted blocks. Weak corrugations are visible on both surfaces. With a length of
more than 7 km (Table 1), both surfaces are sufficiently large to have exposed
lower crustal and upper mantle material.
3.3 Major rotated normal faults
Also found on the western flank are numerous major and minor normal faults
(Figure 6), often showing significant rotation of the fault scarps resulting in
outward-facing slopes. They occur especially in the northern section where also the
core complexes and associated detachment faults are situated. These major normal
faults are around 20 – 30 km long and are typically situated within 15 km of the
axial valley center. The outward-facing slopes have been rotated from horizontal to
9 – 15° over the course of their evolution. Fault scarps are typically higher than
500 m, with some scarps even as high as 1500 m (F8). Properties can be found in
Table 2.
Table 2. Properties of major rotated normal faults in the study area. CHF refers to the Copper Hill
Fault.
Name

Fault Trace (km)

Azimuth (°)

F2
F5
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
CHF

24
34
27
35
27
17
33
15

033
030
042
040
016
012
011
050

Outward Slope
(°)
9
14
8
14
8
15
10
18

Distance from
Valley (km)
11
12
6.5
12
30
23
19
6
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Figure 9. Close-up of major faults F7 (a) and F8 (b). Contours at 50 m intervals. Locations of
elevation profiles are shown in Figure 5.
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Of these major faults, the F7 and F8 (Figure 9a & 9b) faults stand out: Both are
forming as part of the western valley wall with rugged and irregular inward-facing
slopes, showing indications of subsequent internal minor faulting. The northern
section of F8 also hosts the mass wasting plateau where Mohns Treasure is
located. Signs of earlier volcanic activity at these two faults are present in the form
of knobby and hummocky terrain on the outside slope of F8 and the general
morphological similarity between the surface of F7 and AVR1. Deformed circular
and semi-circular shapes are also weakly visible at both F7 and F8; however,
thorough identification is limited by the DTM resolution. Such major rotated faults
are not found further south of F8, and CC1 is terminated on its northern side by F2,
a rotated fault branching out of the core complex, suggesting potentially further
relationship between the two features.
Further south of F8 and CC8 on the western flank, the normal faults change to
become overall smaller and show signs of volcanic activity on their outward-facing
slopes. Fault scarp heights are commonly between 300 and 500 m but may be as
large as up to 800 – 900 m and are typically steeper than their outward-facing
conjugates. These ridges are therefore interpreted as volcanic abyssal hills
originally located within the valley before being cut by normal faults and
subsequently transported to the flanks.

4. DISCUSSION

Using DTM analysis proves to be a powerful tool to identify oceanic core
complexes and related structures on the seafloor. The core complexes identified in
this study were true to the established characteristics found in the literature, with
breakaway ridges and flexural basins on their off-axis sides. All core complexes
show steeper fault surfaces on their off-axis sides compared to the inward-facing
domal surfaces. Surface corrugations are frequently associated with oceanic core
complexes (Escartín et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2014; Tucholke et al., 2008), but
were found only on some of the identified core complexes in this study. One of the
reasons why this might be is because there are obvious limitations to the analysis
of the seafloor bathymetry, the primary being the level detail and dimensions of
structures that can be identified from it. In this study, the structures of interest
(core complexes and major faults) have scales of several kilometers and as such,
the 100x100 m resolution of the bathymetric data is very appropriate. However, it
also means that structures smaller than a few hundred meters will be very little
detailed and features even smaller than this will likely not be visible at all. It could,
however, also be that some of the identified core complexes simply do not have
surface corrugations.
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After identifying the core complexes on the surface, it remains to interpret their
geometry at depth. After all, the goal with identifying these structures is to
(hopefully) discover related mineralizations in the future. Therefore, it is important
to investigate what role they potentially play related to the formation of SMS
deposits in the area.
Deep-rooted detachment faults are indicated to play an important role in the
circulation of hydrothermal fluids and formation of sulfide deposits at mid-ocean
ridges (de Martin et al., 2007; McCaig et al., 2007).The active TAG hydrothermal
field, for instance, is located in the hanging wall of an active detachment fault,
where fluids are thought to scavenge heat from large depths beneath the ridge axis
(~ 7 km) (de Martin et al., 2007), and the ultramafic rock-associated Logatchev
hydrothermal field is likely related to a detachment fault which focuses heated
fluids away from the axis (Petersen et al., 2009). Further, McCaig et al. (2007)
have demonstrated that detachment faults have the ability to focus large amounts
of heated black smoker fluids and proposed that they should be able to produce
different types of hydrothermal fields, both close to the axis (e.g. TAG), and
further off-axis as ultramafic-hosted fields (e.g. Rainbow, Logatchev) as the
detachment fault evolves. Their model proposes an early stage in which heated
circulation is driven by gabbroic intrusions below the detachment footwall close to
the ridge axis followed by discharge through permeable basaltic lavas in the
hanging wall, leading to a TAG-type deposit. As the detachment matures, the
gabbroic bodies will cool and move off-axis, after which point flow and discharge
will happen through an ultramafic-rich footwall, resulting in a Rainbow-type
deposit (McCaig et al., 2007).
The core complexes and detachment faults identified in this study are all located
off-axis, cut-off from the rift valley by newer normal faults, which are variably
rotated. The combination of the flattening of the central dome and the cut-off by
later normal faults suggests that the detachment faults likely are all inactive.
However, even though a detachment fault may be inactive, this does not
necessarily mean that it cannot continue to act as a fluid pathway, as circulation at
mid-ocean ridges is suggested to only gradually decrease, until a crustal age of
around 10 My due to fracture sealing and reduced thermal gradients (Klingelhöfer
et al., 2000). At the Mohns Ridge, the location of the 10 My crustal age is inferred
from the study of Klingelhöfer et al. (2000), and is roughly at around 50 km from
the ridge axis at the central section of the ridge. Accordingly, the further off-axis,
the less permeable the fault and crust are, meaning that core complexes and
detachment faults well within this range (e.g. CC1, CC7 and CC10) could still
focus hydrothermal fluids even if they have been cut off from the rift valley by
newer faults.
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Figure 11 shows elevation profiles of lines 4 and 5 with faults and ridges identified
on the seafloor bathymetry. See Figure 5 for locations on the ridge. The lines were
chosen because they cut across the larger CC1 and CC2 core complexes, in
addition to a major normal fault in the valley wall (F7). Profile 5 also cuts across
the Loki’s Castle vent field. Possible faults are based on descriptions from Buck
(1988), Tucholke et al. (1998) and Smith et al. (2008).
Large-scale normal faults could play a similar in the formation of SMS deposits,
given their dimensions and location close to the axial valley, often as part of the
valley walls. In the study area, two major normal faults (F7 & F8) stand out due to
their overall dimensions, role as part of forming the valley wall, and their
proximity to axial volcanic ridges. On the seafloor bathymetric map, F8
immediately stands out as a major high-relief topographic element as part of the
western valley wall, roughly 10 km west of AVR2 (Figure 9b). The scarp of this
fault is about 1500 m tall at its central high, measured from the valley floor. The
fault is severely outward-rotated and the flat area behind it shows a slight
depression and could develop into a flexural basin. Additionally, a mass wasting
plateau in the footwall of F8 is the host site of the inferred Mohns Treasure sulfide
deposit, and the fault plane has earlier been proposed as a likely fluid path way
during its formation (Pedersen et al., 2013). Although, given the very steep
termination of the ledge, it is probable that the ledge is a product of mass wasting
in combination with tectonics, as also described by Ludvigsen et al., (2017). The
enormous size of the fault scarp in combination with the large amount of rotation
of the outward-facing slope and its position in the valley wall suggests that the
fault could be an immature detachment fault, which eventually might develop a
central dome-shaped core complex if the fault is allowed to accommodate further
extension. The presence of several core complexes (CC7, CC8, CC10) to the west
of F8 demonstrates that the area is prone to formation of these structures.
In the case that F8 is an incipient detachment fault, it may be deep-seated and
could thus provide a pathway and enable fluids to scavenge sufficient heat to
facilitate hydrothermal circulation to form a sulfide deposit in its vicinity (Figure
10). Smaller scale lineations, interpreted as internal faulting, are present on the
inside scarp and could add further permeability to allow easier and more
widespread fluid circulation. Additionally, volcanic cones are present on the valley
floor and the fault scarp. The fault is also very closely situated to an axial volcanic
ridge (AVR2), which could act as a possible heat source. Potential sulfide minerals
could have been precipitated and deposited at the peak of this fault before the mass
wasting. The analysis of sulfide samples recovered from the Copper Hill area on
the central Mohns Ridge (Nygård, 2004, as cited in Pedersen et al. 2013)
demonstrated that such faults on the Mohns Ridge have the ability to focus
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hydrothermal fluids at black smoker temperatures during their formation. Given
the similarities of the Copper Hill and F8 (Mohns Treasure) sites, the idea that
similar circumstances may result in hydrothermal circulation is not too distant.
F7 (Figure 9a & 11) is another major fault located in the western valley wall, about
5 km west of AVR1 and has formed a dome-shaped structure, along with a
possibly rotated breakaway ridge and a shallow basin behind. However, the small
amount of rotation and the frequent cross-cutting by smaller internal faults makes
it unclear if this is an incipient or aborted detachment fault or simply an area
uplifted by normal faulting. Roughly 2.5 km east of F7 is a larger normal fault,
which may provide additional fluid pathways for the Loki’s Castle field (Pedersen
et al., 2013).

Figure 10. Conceptual profile (lines 7 & 8 in figure 5) of the Mohns Treasure area at two location
across the fault, showing the rotated F8 fault and an idealized fault plane steepening at depth as a
result of the flexural rotation (Buck, 1988). Vertical exaggeration is 2. b = breakaway, t =
termination, DF = idealized detachment fault plane Shaded areas are possible rafted blocks.

Despite this, the overall circumstances here are similar to the Copper Hill and
Mohns Treasure areas: A major normal fault forming part of the western valley
wall, internal faulting, and close location to an AVR. The differences in the case of
F7 are the extreme proximity to AVR1 and that the fault only displays minor
amounts of rotation. Additionally, sulfide minerals have not been recovered from
the fault itself, but rather from the active Loki’s Castle black smoker site located
on AVR1 only a few kilometers away (Figure 11). There are some important
aspects to consider in this area, the main one being that Loki’s Castle is the only
known active black smoker field known on the Mohns Ridge. Furthermore, its
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location in the neo-volcanic zone means that it is volcanically hosted, which
implies that an active magma chamber must be present beneath the ridge, as is also
evident from the recent lava flows on the AVR surface (Bruvoll et al., 2009). At
first glance, this may seem similar to Copper Hill and Mohns Treasure, but what
makes it different is the fact that fluids at black smoker temperatures and
compositions are currently being channeled through the crust of the neo-volcanic
zone. The dimensions of F7 and the cross-cutting of smaller normal faults may
have provided a fractured crust in this area, which could enable hydrothermal
circulation if the fault manages to scavenge heat and fluids from beneath the AVR.

Figure 11. Elevation profiles of lines 4 and 5 with faults and ridges identified on the seafloor
bathymetry. Orange lines mark the areas where one could expect to find lower crustal and upper
mantle rocks. Shaded areas are interpreted rafted blocks. Vertical exaggeration = 3. BA = breakaway,
DF = idealized detachment fault planes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The morphology of the northern Mohns Ridge has been investigated and analyzed
for oceanic core complexes and their relationship to SMS mineralizations. The
following conclusive points can be made from this study:
•

DTM analysis is a powerful tool for identifying desired features on the
seafloor, provided the resolution is adequate.
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•

The northern Mohns Ridge has an asymmetrical morphology with large
variations in topographic relief on the western flank and more regular relief on
the eastern flank, caused by significant one-sided tectonic accommodation of
extension.

•

The western flank is characterized by several core complexes where lower
crustal and mantle rocks have been exhumed. Multiple major rotated normal
faults have been identified and are inferred to be incipient or aborted
detachment faults. In contrast, the eastern flank shows an overall even
distribution of volcanic abyssal hills.

•

Core complexes can be identified as dome-shaped, topographic highs on the
seafloor, delineated by a breakaway ridge and flexural basin on their off-axis
side. Corrugations are often a key characteristic of core complexes but were
not identified on all surfaces. This could be related to DTM resolution.

•

All core complexes displayed steeper outward-facing than inward-facing
slopes.

•

Major rotated normal faults located in or near the valley walls and in close
proximity to AVRs (e.g. F7 and F8) indicate a significant potential for
channeling fluids and forming ore deposits and should therefore be taken into
consideration in future exploration.

•

Detachment faults in the study area are likely inactive, as they are all cut off
from the axial valley by newer, rotated normal faults. However, because they
once were located in the valley walls, it is likely that some of them have acted
as fluid channels. Deposits could therefore potentially be found near the
structures. Several fault structures are still close enough to the ridge axis to act
as fluid channels.
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